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Letter to the Editor

Spontaneous eradication of a NDM-1 positive Klebsiella pneumoniae
that colonized the intestine of an asymptomatic carrier
To the Editor,

Carbapenem resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) carrying
a novel class B carbapenemase, New Delhi metallo-beta-lac-
tamases (NDM-1) has been increasingly encountered world-
wide.1,2 The multidrug resistant characteristics and the ease of
dissemination of these CRE emphasize the importance of
effective infection control measures to control their spread and
reduce their impact.

In Taiwan, the first patient carrying a Klebsiella pneumo-
niae harboring NDM-1 was identified recently.3 He was
asymptomatic and the K pneumoniae was considered as an
intestinal colonizer. Strict contact precautions were imple-
mented when the patient was taken care in the hospital setting.
After the condition became stable, the patient was discharged
in accordance to the Taiwan Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) suggestion, despite the patient still had colonization of
the pathogen. However, there is some dispute regarding the
decision. Some advocated continuously quarantining the
patient and aggressively decolonizing the patient before he
could be discharged. Currently, there is little information on
when the contact precautions can be discontinued for patient
who is colonized with multidrug resistant Gram negative
bacteria.4 Nevertheless, the patient is allowed to have certain
ranges of ambulation, socialization, and use of common areas
if he does not have draining wounds, diarrhea, or uncontrolled
secretions and can follow the recommended precautions.4

Currently, it is also not suggested to routinely decolonize the
multidrug resistant organisms, as the efficacy is unknown and
the procedure might select strain with drug resistance. To date,
there is no information whether the CRE, as our case with
NDM-1, will eradicate spontaneously, and if the answer is yes,
when it will occur.

Our patient was regularly followed up by Taiwan CDC after
discharge and his fecal samples were regularly detected for the
presence of NDM-1 positiveKpneumoniae by conventional and
polymerase chain reaction detection methods. About 1 month
after the first isolation of the NDM-1 positive K pneumoniae,
Taiwan CDC announced that the bacterium was not detected in
three consecutive samples from rectal swabs. The results
suggest that the NDM-1 carrying bacteria will eradicate spon-
taneously in the absence of antibiotic selection, and the event
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occurs quite soon. To date, no spread of CRE carryingNDM-1 is
found in Taiwan. Taken together, these results suggest the
appropriateness of the decision to allow the patient to be dis-
charged in the absence of antibiotic selection and when he could
follow the recommended precautions.
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